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The new lighting
design was part of
the "Conservation
and Reconstruction
of the Roman
Theatre" project.

The Roman Theatre is one of the largest and most significant ancient
monuments in the city of Pula, Croatia. Built in the first century, the
theatre is located in the city centre, on the eastern slope of the Castrum
Hill. Lighting designer Dean Skira told me of his work on the historical
landmark when I visited him in August of 2021, but I was unable to visit the
site as it was closed for renovations.
Only the stage foundations and a part of the semi-circular viewing area
remain preserved. It is also one of the largest and most significant ancient
monuments to have been reconstructed.
When it was originally built, visitors entered the theatre through the Porta
Gemina, which is one of 10 double-arched city gates of Pula standing at
the north side of the capitol. At the time of construction, the theatre had
4000-5000 seats, large enough to house the city's entire population.
Interestingly, the construction is characteristic of Greek, and not Roman,
theatres.
Today, the theatre has a capacity of 1,500 seats, and there are a total of six
entrances and exits. The project's total value is approximately 3.2 million
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dollars, funded with EU funds and investors’ participation,
along with a contribution from a local tourist board.

welds in order to avoid screws or any element that could
create vibrations at specific frequencies.

The new lighting design was part of the "Conservation
and Reconstruction of the Roman Theatre" project,
which partially restored the tribune of the former theatre
and preserved the stage and part of the semi-circular
auditorium to protect and revitalize an exceptional location
of cultural heritage. The theatre now has a dual purpose: an
archaeological site and a stage for cultural events.

iGuzzini is the dominant luminaire company on this project.
The La Venaria luminaire is used throughout for soft general
lighting. La Venaria provides no photobiological hazard,
as the luminaire is in the “Exempt Group,” free of any risk
linked to infrared, blue light and UV radiation.

The Skira team was joined on the project by a group of
conservators, archaeologists, art historians, architects, and
electrical engineers. Instead of a facsimile conservation
approach where identical materials are used, the design
approach was to use different, more resistant materials
compared to the original version.
The lighting design solution aimed to be
adaptable and sustainable according to
the site's future use.
The geometry of the new tribune follows
the height, width and all dimensions
of the former ancient theater, but now
the tribunes are made of steel, and the
central part is built with white concrete.
The white concrete was not cast on the
original rock. A geotextile was placed
in between so that there is no contact
between the materials.
For the sake of acoustics, all connections
on the metal construction are made with
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Palco Surface spotlights and framers from iGuzzini were
used to deliver professional direction in the area of
archeological remains visible from the seating area. The
miniature low voltage heads feature a remote driver and
are designed to deliver aesthetically pleasing, precise
beam distribution with a miniaturized optical technology.
The Optibeam technology delivers professional grade
distributions to the ancient brick wall that is congruent
with the seating. Skira chose the Palco spotlights for

their precise beam definition and effective cut off,
reducing glare.
iGuzzini’s iPro Mini, with its 2-inch aperture, was used to the
light the main steps of the seating area. Because of its size,
the iPro mini was easily hidden.
Skira specified 3000K in the seating area and 4000K
around the bricks and stone. RBG was also used on the
ancient bricks in an effort to adjust the mood to coincide
with the performance.
The lighting design was developed to preserve the
remains as much as possible and provide different visual
circumstances, both for safety reasons and for creating
a performance atmosphere. The control system enabled
a user-friendly, intuitive, and efficient lighting control
with several programmed scenes, including the everyday

scenery that reveals the walls' entrance and exit of the
visitors, lighting scenes during the event, and a subtle
lighting effect during nighttime, in addition to the regular
general illumination of the venue.
Skira explained that the project design work began in 2013,
and the design improved as technology developed. The
major goal of the lighting design was conservation of the
venue while also adapting it for contemporary use. The
investors had further requests, including ease of use for
the illumination, safety for the visitors, and reliability in
operation.
All the electrical components of the control system and
the drivers were mounted remotely in an electrical cabinet.
Cables were integrated into the metal construction and
partly in the rows.
Special brackets were designed and custom-made for
reflectors. But, the original remains are untouched.
The renovated Roman Theatre is integrated with the
adapted and extended building of the Archaeological
Museum of Istria, incorporating a unique multimedia screen
with 330 square meters in full HD resolution.
The control system is integrated via I/O modules and
implemented to include other systems (stage lighting,
projection, etc.) when necessary.
One of Croatia's most important heritage projects is now
illuminated with the newest technologies and ready to
accommodate a plethora of cultural events.
The official opening is planned for the spring of 2023.
View the video here: https://youtu.be/jUqLT8BVe5c
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